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[OColtinaedfrOLt p"rte 5,29.1
Prognosis. The diphtheritic comlplication manifests
itself only during the extensive prevalence of the
miasmiiatic order of zyiniotic diseases. Extensive prevalence of such diseases is allmiost invariably attended
Dy great miiortality: hence, the presence of the diphtheritic sign is, by a defective process of ratiocination, supposed to have a direct connection vith fatal
consequences, and is always looked upon as a ground
for unfavourable prognosis. Notwithstanding the
weaknless of the logic by which the conclusion is
axrived at, it miiay for practical purposes be considered
sufficiently satisfactory and safe. It is, however, only
that kind of questionable safety which is had recourse
to by those who, not willing to engage in active scientiic warfiare, are content to err on the safe side. As
in dia-nosis, so in pro(rnosis, it is far miiore satisfactory to analyse each plalticular case, andl ground our
opinion upoIn the indications derived fromii the formation and upon those derived fromn the general symptois, separately and collectively. If we except the
fear of septiconmia, supposed in somie cases to be
brought about by the absorption of putrid imiattei,
almost the sole danger fromii time presence of the formation is mechanical; and when it appears in the
larynx, or shows a disposition to spread inlto that
tuibe fromll above, it miust ever inispire us with unpleasant forebodings. "The least laryngeal quality
in the respiration heard at the bedside is suggestive
of danger" (Aitken). Our prognosis, to be derived
frollm the general sylmiptomiis, miiust be grounded on a
g-reat diversity of conditions and circumstances. In
every case we must take into account: 1. The nature
of the general disease; 2. The var,iety or type; and 3.
The colndition of the patient, not only with regard to
age ancd the general hygiene of his surroundings, but
more especially as to the presence of blood-taint,
scrofLulouis, syphilitic, and the like, which, other thingrs
being equal, furnishes a very imiiportant itemn in the
calculation of chalnces for or ag-ainst recovery. The
f:act that great prevalence of miasmiiatic diseases is
almost invariably attendled, as before observed, by
great mortality, requires us duringr such epidemics
to be ever on our guard or. the subject of prognosis.
We cannot too closely watch our patienit; and any
symptomn or series of symiiptolmis appearing indicative
of tendency to death, by either of the well known
modes, ought at once to be recognised, and their
terrible importance duly appreciated. Symptoms
significant of irregularity or of want of power in the
heart's action are especially to be looked for-nay
a nticipated. "An extremiely rapid and feeble pulse
is of grave illmport; a very infrequenlt pulse is of fatal
significance," says Dr. Jenner. Altbitinuiria, when
present to any extent, miiust always be esteellied an
untavourable coulplication; it is, however, highly
desirable to ascertaini, if possible, whether the presence of albumen depends on merely an altered condition of the blood, or upon granular degeneration of
the kidney; for the latter state of things not only renders an individual more almlenable to the influence of
miiorbid impressions, but, the excretory power of such an
important elilmiinatory organ as the kidlney being im-
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paired, greatly diminishes the chances of recovery. In
this investigation the microscope becomes our chief
aid. A terrible complication-cedema of the glottisis generally supposed to have an especial connection
with albuminous urine. In short, it will almost invariably be found that the general symptomlls, when
alarming enough to demand an unfavourable prognosis, indieate an abnormal (poisoned?) state of the
blood; and it is the symptoms of death beginning
with that fluid upon which, for prognostic purposes,
we must especially rely-a pathological condition
which has been most ably described under the name
nererwnia, by Dr. C. J. B. Williams, in his Priaciples
of Medicine (page 464.)
Etiolog . The zyimotic theoryof the origin of diseases
supposes each specific disease to have as its cause a
specific though non-cognisableagent; and these agents
have received different namnes according to that of the
disease they induce. Diphtheria is thus referred to
a peculiar zumc' called diphtherine. When diseases
admit of isolation and close definition, this doctrine
of cause and effect answers sufficiently well; but when
we attempt to apply it to such an ill-defined affection
as diphtheria, we encounter much that is antagonistic to its reception. In the first place, we should expect to find a single cause to be attended with some
approach to uniformiiity, with regard to its concomitants and associations; and in the second place, we
should look for siinilarity of effect as the result of
identity of cause. No one can for a mnoment doubt
but that each of these conditions lacks fulfilment in
the case of the disease under consideration. We find
diphtheritic affections to occur under every possible
variety of climnatic and telluric condition, with faultless as with the most faulty sanitary arrangemiientsin the openi healthy districts of the country e4ually
with the close, badly ventilated purlieus of the townin localities the most opposite in every way, and answering to every description. Then, as to the effect,
it is miiade up of one constant uniform element-the
local symnptomii-which, it is fair topresume, is the result
of a constant uniformii cause, together with an inconstant very variable elemiient-the general symiiptomswhich, it is equally fair to presume, are the result of a
multitudle and diversity of causes. If this be so, then
we have grounds for believing that the cause of the
conlstalnt is not identical with the cause of the inconstant element; in other words, that the cause of the
forimiation is not one and the samie as the cause of the
various reneral diseases, considered either collectively
or individually, with which it is seen to be associated.
Having said thus much in opposition to the theory
that would colnnect such a diversity of phenomiiena as
occur in diphtheritic cases with a single cause, let us
niow consider the subject as under the other headings; let us separate our idea of the so-called disease
diphtheria inlto two elemiients, and examine the question of etiology, firstly, with regard to the formation,
and, secondly, to the general symlptoms. By so
doing, I hope we shall encounter nothing ixreconcilable, but much that admiiits of harmonious gYleneralisatioln. Having previously atteimipted to show that the
forimiation is a substance szi generis, and totally different fromii ainy of the usual mnorbid products of the
body; that it appears only on such parts as are exposed to the action of the air; that it requires such
parts to be undergoing pathological change; and
that, when connected with general symptomlls, it often
appears before the developinent of such symptoms-I
think it reasonable to infer the ultima causa of the
phenoimienon to be atmospheric, proceeding from
without rather than from within. So much as to whence
the agent conies; but what it is at present, neither
chemiistry nor microscopy has enabled us incontrove tibly to dletermiine. The atmosphere and morbid
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conditionof parts exposed furnish two factors; but what cal study, and one which in the present state of
the tertiun, q utid is, muust be left, I fear, quite as miiuch our knowledge can be but inmperfectly carried out.
to analgwv and inference, as to actual demonstration. That such diseases have specific causes, and that thef
The statemiient previously put forth that "the micro- causal agents, whatever else they imiay be, are somIescope seldoini or never discloses vegetable or other thing more than the offspring of bad sanitary arranige,rowths,"though supporte Iby the highest authorities, ments (howcever miiuch their development and growth
must be taken only for wlhat it is wvorth-it simply may be favoured thereby), is, I believe, generally
supports a negation. There arclnot a few, who hold received; but what they are either as to form or nathe contrary opiniioii: andI in their behalf it nul3t be tule, is a probleiii still sub judice. Reasoning fromn
rememnbered that, as " there are ianure things in heaven what we know to be the case with smiall-pox, cow-po-.
and earth tlhan are dreaiit of in your philosophy," so, glanders, hydrophobia, syphilis, ancl other inoculable
doubtless, thele are nior" tiungs organic and inorga- diseases, it is perhaps miost in accordance with alnalcan in the present state ogy to suppose the origin of zyiniotic diseases to be
s.
i1c, in and arountid S,t-ha.n
of science blc detected ly the highest powers of the dependent on the presence of certain orgranic prinmnicroscopist, or the miiost subtle tests of the chemlist; ciples; but what these principles actually are, in wvhat
and ina.bility to (discover iicirocoslmis, especi,ally state they exist (soeie fixed, others volatile, soum'
epiphytes, can scarcely as yet, ever be adduced as both), in what manner they act. so as to bring about
It is niot to be hastily concluided their effects, are points which science has not as yet
proof of absence.
that a (lisease is iion-o)arasitic, because a fuiligus has enabled us, satisfactorily, to determiine (Dr. Herbert
not been detected in the part where it was suspected Barker) ; and, as m-ny object is rather to bring forth at
to exist. The mninuteness of the sporules, anid the particular theory of the nature of diphtheria, andl to
care required in the investigation, sufficiently explain reconcile it with experience, than to discourse on the
the very various opinions w-hich have prevailed onl the etiology of diseases generally, I need not fulther dlisnature of parasitic lesioiis." (Aitkeni.) But, in addi- cuss the subject. All I require is, that the different
tioln to this, -we have direct evidence of somiie of our general diseases which during a diphthei-itic epimnost truastworthy observers. in whose hands the mi- demic present theiuselves in connection with the'
ci-oscope Las beeii successful in revealing growths in local sigln, shall be considered as subservient to a
andI about the diphtheritic substance. Dr. Carpenter, like etiology as when occurring without such compliin the last edition of his work (18633) oni the Alicro- cation.
scope (Utd its Revelations, says: -;There are various
The sumniaxy, then, of what has been writtei
diseased condlitions of the human skin and mucous on the subject of etiologyainounts to this; that, as there
memnbraLne, in which theere is a combiniation of fungoid are two distinct elements in a diphtheritic case, so are
vegetation and morbid growth of the animal tissues; there two distinct causes; and that, in all probability,
this is the case, for exailiple, with the tinea favosa, a the origin of the external formation is due to the
disease of the scalp ili wIiich yellow crusts are formued, presence of living organisms, and of the general disthat consist almost entirely of lmlyceliutin, receptacles, ease to certain zyiiiotic principles. Before quitting
duid sporules of a fungus; and the like is true also of the subject, it may be as well to venture a thought
those wrhite patches (aphtha) on the lining membrane or two on the mutual relation and interdependence
of the motith of infants, which are known as thrush, of these two exciting( causes, which by their composite
and of the exudatiot of-fa77se iae;nbraae in the disease action produce, what is considered by m-lany to be a
terwed (diphthera" ; and lie goes on: " In these and specific disease. Two ideas are inseparably (in my
snimlar cases, two opinions are entertained as to the mind) connected with the presence of these inicroscorelation of the fungi to the diseases in which they pie growths; 1. That their very starting in active
presenlt themiiselves; sonle maintaining that their life is the result of the presence of a particular excitpresence is the essential conditioni of these diseases ingf cause; and 2. That, when vitalised, they have at
which originate in the introdu-ction of the vegetable desiogn to fulfil. To apply these ideas to the case
germs, and others considering their presence to be under consideration: May not the presence of these
secondarv to solmle iiiorbid alteration of the parts zymotic principles in the atmiosphere, when existing
wherein the fungi appear, which alteration favouir-s to an unustual amiiount, the evideiice of which miiust be
their development. '[he first of these doctrines (le- jud(ged by the extent of the prevalence and maligrives a stlrong support fronii the iact, that the dlisetLses naney of their effects-the specific diseases, be the
in questioni maflky be oenimnunicated to healthy indi. 1laiticular excitor into life of these living organisumsi,
viduals through the introductiona of the germils by And, on the other hand, may not the design these cm1inoculation; while the 3eCon'l is rather consistent ; lismis are intended to carry ou', be the changingwith1 general analogy, anlii esnc)cialyl with what is the state of, and thus rendering innoculous. theseknown of the condition undmer which the variouis kzinds terribly baueful principles ? If this be so, we have but
Af fungoid blights develope theinmselves in or upomi another examiiple of that beautiful systemi of balance
!growing plants." Taking, then, all things into con- and counterpoise so every where manifest in the world
iderationi, the exteriial positioin atnd atmospheric ori- of niatuLre; but, as in the imioral world, so in the phygin of the production, the miiany poin-ts of analogy sical, there is no unmixed good; in the bringing aboiit
betweeni it and the prodlucts of aphthous and other of these states of equilibriunm, certain suLpplemental oc
known Parasitic affections, the fact of the great m
inarginal effects are permitted, often detrimental to
prevalen-ice of pai'asitic affections in brutes as well as mainkind. T1lius, in the beautifuLl readljustimjent of
in Imian, *v) iteinporaneoiisly with the diplhtheritic epi- ii neteorolcogical derangemlient, mLan sees emJly th1e incideinic, and, atd(ded1 t(o these, the heavy weight of Dr. dental effect-the irnleiiment season, the drought or
Oaxpenter's opiinion and of t,hose who hold with him long continued wet; in the fearful grandeur of the
I thilnk it will be conceded that the balance of evi thunder-storimi, he loses sight of the marvellous redence i3, notwithstandinig, the inability of mnicrosco- stoliatioln of electrical disturbance, and thinks only of
pists uniformly to establish it, in favour of those who tbeincidentaldamagedoie to maland beast. Or, to+
believe the oligiIn of the formiiation to be (Ilue to theLs take a more honmely simiile, in the grarden he recognises only the trifling^ iiiischief of the small bird, andcl
presence of living organLImsIm3s.
ci the gonemeal syiup- forgets its necessity as an antidote to the still greatcAn iniquiry into the etiiog'y
into
f
as
it
an
that
of
d0oes
rinquiry
toms, involving
ravages colnniittedI by insect life; so, in the case of the
zymotiediseases generally, is, at the same timiie, one disease before us, we discern not the mighty good,
of the mort :tert: -tigr andi(l (lictulit silbjoc' s of imcdIi- tlhese miiierocosimis effect in destroying peslilenmtial cx!-
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itors, and think only of the blight they are incidentally permiiitted to fix on us. Bat further, according
to miiodern view, these princip7es not only exist externa.lly (epidemic and endemic), but also are reproduced
in, and emitted from, bodies undergoing disease (contagious.) In epidenmic sore-throat (and the same proJbably holds good of several other diseases, for "' a more
or less sore throat is a constant concomitant of all
the acute specific diseases"), the pharyngeal region
atppears to be the site of the local synmptoims; here it
is that pathological changre is going on in contact
with the air, and hence it is that we should expect contagia to be emitted. The samie reasoning applies to
the laryngeal region in croupal cases. Now, where
the carcase is, there will the vultures be gathered tog-ether; and thus, not content with neutralising poisonous matters external to us, these organisms, in
obedience to a splendidly designed schenie, seem, as it
were, actually to descend upon the parts whence these
poisons would be scattered broadcast, and kill them
in the bud. Speculations such as these m-ay be idle
a-nd need corroboration, still I hope they are not altorether irrelevant or useless; for, if we are enabled to
look from these supplemental effects, these lesser
evils, patent to the eye of sense, to the higher order
of harmony to be seen only by the mental eye of
thought, we are induced to teimiper our sorrow with
gv,itude; and, while deploring and bearing as patiently as possible the trials and afflictions permitted
to vex us here below, our faith. is strengthened in,
imay, we are even allowed to enjoy a foresaiadowing of,
that condition of perfection which shall one day be
revealed to us.
Contagion. Perhaps there is no subject in connection with diphtheria so unsettled and unsatisfactory
as, that of contagion. By somne the disease is believed
to be eminently contagious; by others, to a limited extent; by others, again, not at all. By adopting the specific disease theory, somie of these views must necessai ily be wrong; by adopting the theory hoped to be substituted, they all may possibly be right. The contagiousness of the local sicrn is not, so far as I am
atware, supported by a single fact which cannot quite
as r eadily be placed to the score of its undoubtedly
epidemtic character. Capability of inoculation, in
Bretonneau's sense of the terilm, is, I believe, generally discarded. That the suLbstance, if placed in
contact with a part of the body undergoing disease,
might help to bring about the production of a like
morbid product, admits of easy comprehension; but
that it could induce anything like a disease of the
reneral systemi, we have certainly no evidence to lead
as to suppose. The contagiousness of the general
tlisease is often so intermingled with, and bears
such a direct proportion to, its epidemic character,
as to be not always readily made out. We mav
not be able satisfactorily to diagynose such general
disease, owing to the absence of positive signs; still,
knowing the fact of extensive epidemic prevalence
being invariably associated with more or less contagious properties, we have grounds for considering
such diseases always, to a greater or less degree, contagious. I would suggest, then, that the contagiousness or not of a diphtheric case depends mainly on
the contagiousness or not of the general disease; and,
knowing such diseases to be mllost various, we can, by
adopting this view, understand how any particular
case may have this property to a great degree,
slightly, or not at all. I am glad to be strengthened
in this opinion by Daviot, who concludes a masterly
summary on the subject of conta-ion as follows: " I
repeat the proposition which seems to me to reconcile
conflicting opinions, that we cannot regard pharyngeal diphtherite as contagious when it exists alone
4.ndl indepen(lent of all eruptive fevers; but I think
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that, when it is complicated with those evidently cotagious affections, it may become so, but in an indirect manner." (Syden. Soc. Memnoirs, p. 361.)
T-To be continuced .1

ON IMPET'I'fCGO (CONTA(GIOXS.\

OR

Po RtRCGO.

By W. TILBURY Fox, M.D.Lond., Physician to the
Farringdon General Dispensary.
[Continuied frnom page 496.]
ii. Our third query was this: Does vaccination
give rise to impetigo contagiosa ? and, if so, in what
manner? The solution of this question, of course,
supplies the positive answer of the first questionviz., the nature of the disease.
We must consider the following features of the disease.
1. The special aspect of the eruption-the depressed centre, the consecutive crop, the purulent
contents (their aplastic character), the isolation of
the spots, etc.
2. The character of the subject attacked is that
prcduced by the action of bad hygiene and lo-w social

position.
3. The peculiar obstinacy of the disease.
4. The tendency to the occurrence of unhealthy in-

flaminiation.

5. The peculiar dull red tint about the circumference of the sore; the same tint forming an almost
diagnostic feature in the healing of the part after
convalescence.
6. The adherent character of the scab.
7. The implication oftentimes of the mulcous surfaces, which take on an unhealthy inflammation.
8. The contagious and inoculable character of the
disease.
9. Its frequent occurrlence after vaccination.
10. The links between apparent modifications of
vaccinia and impetigo contagiosa.
Will it satisfy the requirements of the above propositions, to regard the disease as a form of impetigo
developed in a strumous subject? We may be certaiu of one thing; that it is a specific inflammation;
dependent upon a specific cause; and that specificity
resides in, or is possessed by, the contents of the pustules. Now the history of scrofulous inflammation
does not warrant us in saying that a scroftilous form
of skin-inflammation is contagious. We are led to
believe that there exists an intimate relation between
impetigo contagiosa and vaccinia, from many data;
not onlyfrom those alreadyadduced-viz., the frequent
occurrence of the disease after vaccination, and the
silmilarity between it and "bastard vaccinia"-but
also from the fact that impetigo contagiosa possesses
spots oftentimes exactly resembling vaccinia, and yet
occurs in such a way and at such times as to preclude
altogether the idea of direct connexion with any such
cause. Assuredly, the best description that one could
give of some of these cases, would be to state them as
instances of ordinary impetigo modified by the vaecine virus-a compound affair, in which there are complete and intimate connexion, mutual action, and
subsequent modification. A strumous form of inflammation (impetigo) modifies vaccinia, and the umbilicated pustuile breaks out into unhealthy superficial
ulceration. Most decidedly, a good many cases start
from the period of vaccination; and indeed, in adult
life, the disease may frequently be traced to direct
contagion with children.
The contagiousness, the specific character, the possibility and probability of tracing the origin of the
disease to vaccination, are argumients that well de553
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